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This is a covering letter with a point-by-point description of the changes made in manuscript

Cost-effectiveness analysis of PCR for the rapid diagnosis of pulmonary tuberculosis MS: 9534281932436370

Manuscript revised with point-by-point description of the changes made.

Major revisions (we require the author to make these changes)

Author list: the list of authors in the manuscript should be written exactly as they are in the submission system, both in style and order. The preferred style is

¿First name Initial Last name¿ (e.g. Joe F Bloggs)

The manuscript was changed in the new version.
References: References should be cited in the text using consecutive numbers in square brackets. Reference 33 appears before reference 32 - please switch these references, or renumber the reference list accordingly.

The manuscript was changed in the references as the reviewer indicated (new version).

Minor revisions (we can make these changes for you, although it will speed up publication of your manuscript if you do them while making the major changes above)

Line numbers: Please remove these

The manuscript was changed in the references as the reviewer indicated (new version).

Highlighting/tracking: Please remove all highlighting, coloured text and tracking from the manuscript.

The manuscript was changed in the references as the reviewer indicated (new version).

Abbreviations: Please format these in to a paragraph.

The manuscript was changed in the references as the reviewer indicated (new version).
Typography: Please take this opportunity to check your manuscript for any typographical errors and to make any final corrections or revisions. This is the final proofing stage for your manuscript, and you will not be able to make any changes after acceptance.

The manuscript was changed in the references as the reviewer indicated (new version).
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